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Abstract
The Kocher-Monro trajectory to the cerebral ventricular system represents one of the most
common surgical procedures in the field of neurosurgery. Several studies have analyzed
the specific white matter disruption produced during this intervention, which has no reported
adverse neurological outcomes. In this study, a graph-theoretical approach was applied to
quantify the structural alterations in whole-brain level connectivity. To this end, 132 subjects
were randomly selected from the Human Connectome Project dataset and used to create 3
independent 44 subjects groups. Two of the groups underwent a simulated left/right Kocher-
Monro trajectory and the third was kept as a control group. For the right Kocher-Monro
approach, the nodal analysis revealed decreased strength in the anterior cingulate gyrus of
the transected hemisphere. The network-based statistic analysis revealed a set of right lat-
eralized subnetworks with decreased connectivity strength that is consistent with a subset
of the Default Mode Network, Salience Network, and Cingulo-Opercular Network. These
findings could allow for a better understanding of structural alterations caused by Kocher-
Monro approaches that could reveal previously undetected clinical alterations and inform
the process of designing safer and less invasive cerebral ventricular approaches.
1 Introduction
Accessing the cerebral ventricular system is a common procedure in current neurosurgery:
external ventricular drainages (EVD), ventriculoperitoneal shunts (VPS) and neuroendoscopic
procedures are carried out daily [1]. An EVD or a VPS can be indicated to treat hydrocephalus
—the accumulation of brain fluid within the intracranial cavity—and evacuation of intraven-
tricular blood. Without relieve, excess cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) can increase intracranial pres-
sure resulting in herniation or other complications. Although the placement of an EVD is
considered safe and it is associated with patient survival, no consensus has been reached on its
impact on neurological outcomes [2]. Many authors addressing ventriculostomies focus on
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the accuracy of the technique and its rates of hemorrhagic and infectious complications [3].
Some authors have compared the free-hand technique accuracy with neuronavigator-assisted
procedures [4, 5], while others have developed special devices to improve the rate of success [6,
7]. The frontal approach with the Kocher-Monro (KM) trajectory, which starts at Kocher’s
point and ends at the foramen of Monro, seems to be one of the most common options and
has become a standard approach to access the ventricular system [8]. A few connectivity stud-
ies have analyzed the damage produced to the white matter (WM) tracts which are inevitably
transected along the KM trajectory [9, 10].
Previous studies of damage derived from KM ventriculostomies have consistently reported
disruptions to the genu of the corpus callosum and the cingulate tract [9, 11]. Nevertheless,
these studies were directed by an a priori selection of the tracts to be studied and, to the best of
our knowledge, no global network-based studies addressing the distributed damage has been
reported. From a network-based point of view, the aforementioned reported alterations in KM
ventriculostomies affect critical edges of the Default Mode Network (DMN) which is a func-
tional network structurally defined by cortical nodes whose BOLD signals are correlated dur-
ing internally-oriented mental processes and lose correlation during the execution of
attention-demanding tasks [12].
Structural connectivity-based approaches allow to obtain brain topology information from
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) by performing analyses based on the mathematical frame-
work of graph theory. Connectivity matrices are constructed using a set of nodes, representing
Regions Of Interest (ROI) of the brain, and a collection of edges describing the weight between
them. Fundamental organizational properties in a specific sample can be compared by using a
consistent set of graph-theoretical indices and network-based statistics (NBS) [13, 14]. The
number of neurons in the human brain is in the order of 1010, forming up to 1013 synaptic
connections. To this day, building a complete connectivity matrix accounting for every neuron
(i.e. a connectome) remains an unfeasible task, given the methodological limitations faced in
such high complexity systems. Nonetheless, a macroscale approach where the connectivity
matrices are defined as point-to-point spatial connectivity matrices of neural pathways derived
from diffusion connectivity reconstructions can be used to study the structural connectivity in
the human brain [15, 16]. The study of the brain as a connectivity matrix can be used to con-
trast measures and check whether the resulting matrices describe (totally or partially) well
known large-scale networks (e.g. Default Mode or Salience networks) [17].
In the present study, our hypotheses are: 1) The simulated KM trajectory will not produce a
total disconnection between any ROI pair, 2) The simulated KM trajectory will produce a sta-
tistically significant decrease in the number of streamlines (NOS) projecting to/from arbitrary
ROIs and 3) Specifically, the simulated KM trajectory will produce a statistically significant
decrease in the NOS constituting white matter pathways that anatomically constrain the
DMN.
2 Materials and methods
2.1 Human Connectome Project data
We performed our study on neuroimaging data from 132 randomly selected subjects from the
WU-Minn 7 tesla Human Connectome Project (HCP) 1200 MRI open access dataset (http://
humanconnectomeproject.org). Three and 7 tesla diffusion weighted sequences were used. For
structural images, 3 tesla T1 sequences were used as 7 tesla T1 images are not available in the
HCP sample.
The 3 tesla HCP acquisition was conducted on a Siemens Magnetom Skyra MRI machine.
Structural imaging consisted of a T1 weighted 3D MPRAGE sequence with 224 × 244 mm of
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FOV with a voxel size of 0.7 mm isotropic (TR = 2400 ms, TE = 2.14 ms, TI = 1000 ms, flip
angle of 8 degrees, BW = 210 HZ/Px, iPAT of 2 and the acquisition time was 7 minutes and 40
seconds) [18]. The diffusion weighted HCP acquisition parameters are summarized in Table 1
[19, 20].
According to the HCP consortium, the subjects were healthy individuals that gave written
consent to share anonymized brain imaging and behavioral data, and lacked a significant his-
tory of psychiatric or neurological disorders, among other conditions [21]. The inclusion cri-
teria for this study were the availability of 3T and 7T diffusion data, Freesurfer parcellation
data [22] and T1 tissue segmentation images showing sufficient quality. To the best of our
knowledge, there are no reports of variables such as handedness or general intelligence affect-
ing the neurological outcomes of KM ventriculostomies, and thus subjects were selected by
simple random sampling in order to minimize bias and preserve the variance of the global
dataset.
This study was conducted with the approval of the Bioethics Committee of the University
of Barcelona, Institutional Review Board (IRB00003099).
2.2 Experimental design
We conducted our study in three different stages addressing each respective hypothesis: the
first stage consisted in a graph-theoretical indices comparison from unweighted, undirected
connectivity matrices (adjacency matrices); the second stage consisted in a nodal analysis from
weighted, undirected connectivity matrices comparing the total number of projections for
each ROI testing if the simulated KM trajectory decreases the NOS projecting to/from differ-
ent ROIs; the third stage consisted in a network-based analysis to find whether the alterations,
if present, comprise isolated node pairs or define specific subnetworks.
Three independent groups were created by randomly selecting 44 subjects per group (132
subjects total). Subjects from two of the groups received the simulated KM trajectory on the
left and right hemispheres respectively for each field, while the third group was kept as control.
The groups that received the simulated KM trajectory will be referred as virtual patients
(Table 2). Given that 3T and 7T acquisitions have complementary features forming a trade-off
[20], we decided to perform the study in both fields and keep the common results while dis-
carding results found in one but not the other, as using them together can be a useful strategy
for combining their benefits (i.e. 3T angular resolution and 7T spatial resolution) and reduce
alpha error.
Table 1. HCP diffusion protocols.
HCP 3T HCP 7T
Spatial resolution 1.25 mm3 1.05 mm3
LR/RL phase encoding (PE) AP/PA phase encoding (PE)
Acceleration Multiband = 3 Multiband = 2
GRAPPA = 3
Partial Fourier = 6/8 Partial Fourier = 6/8
Total echo train length 84.24 msec 41 msec
Gradient strength (max) 100 mT/m 70 mT/m
b−values(s/mm2) 1000, 2000, 3000 1000, 2000
Q-space directions 270 × 2 130 × 2
Summary of main features of the HCP 3T and 7T dMRI protocols.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0224598.t001
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2.3 Kocher-Monro trajectory simulation
A virtual instrument placed along the KM trajectory was simulated. The trajectory begins at
Kocher’s point and ends at the entrance of the foramen of Monro, which communicates the
lateral ventricles and the third ventricle of the brain. Even though some authors propose differ-
ent definitions of Kocher’s point, there is broad consensus on a point located 10 cm posterior
to the nasion and 3 cm lateral to the midline, approximately on the mid-pupillary line [23]. To
minimize alpha error, the diameter of the simulated instrument was set to a conservative value
of 4 mm, even though broader instruments are often used in regular practice.
Left and right hemisphere virtual instruments were generated for each individual subject
using Python [24]. A Python algorithm was used to determine the entrance point automati-
cally after an expert anatomist determined the nasion and the foramen of Monro points in the
T1 image (Fig 1). All simulations were checked by an expert anatomist after each virtual
instrument was placed in the KM trajectory. A probabilistic map of the KM virtual instru-
ments can be found in S1 File.
Fig 1 was created using Amira software 6.3 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). The face of the
depicted subject was substituted with the T1w template from the Montreal Neurological Insti-
tute (MNI) for illustration purpose only.
2.4 Tractogram reconstructions
For each individual subject and field, whole brain tractography reconstructions were per-
formed with Mrtrix3 software [25] using the iFOD2 algorithm firing randomly distributed
Table 2. Description of the groups.
N Age ± SD (years) Sex (male ratio)
Global sample 132 29.50 ± 3.35 0.38
Controls 44 29.52 ± 3.71 0.36
Left transected virtual patients 44 29.34 ± 3.06 0.41
Right transected virtual patients 44 29.64 ± 3.24 0.36
Demographic description for global and groups data.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0224598.t002
Fig 1. 3D render of the Kocher trajectory and virtual instrument. a) Kocher’s point definition method, b) virtual instrument transecting a whole-brain
tractographic reconstruction and c) virtual instrument transecting a whole-brain tractographic reconstruction showing in red the transected streamlines.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0224598.g001
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seeds in the WM until 10 million streamlines were obtained [26]. Tissue information provided
by the Anatomically-Constrained Tractography (ACT) framework was used to provide addi-
tional information to the tracking algorithm and Multi-Shell, Multi-Tissue Constrained Spher-
ical Deconvolution (MSMT-CSD) was performed. A maximum length limit of 200mm was
defined to reduce the presence of false positives. For the virtual patient groups, the KM-
induced tissular disconnections were simulated by removing streamlines transecting the vir-
tual instrument.
2.5 Connectivity matrix construction
A graph representation was reconstructed for each subject brain connectivity network. The
graphs consisted of grey matter nodes γ = {γi|i 2 1, . . ., n} with n being 84 cortical areas, reflect-
ing the parcellation of the Desikan atlas [27] in native space. Reconstructed WM connections
between these areas were considered as edges � = {eij|(γi, γj) 2 γ × γ} of the graph G = (γ, �) (Fig
2). The weight between nodes was defined using Track-Weighted Fractional Anisotropy
(TW-FA) imaging [28, 29]. In the tract-weighted imaging approach an image is computed
based on properties of the streamlines themselves (e.g. based on the NOS in each voxel) or
combining the tractrogram information using the values of an associated diffusion MRI data.
Each streamline can be assigned a “weighting” corresponding to the average FA value along
the streamline coordinates. The TW-FA framework can be considered as a track-informed
version of the corresponding FA map which results in a directionally-informed smoothing of
the tractograms, improving the graph-theoretical measures compared to using NOS matrices
alone [30]. Network connections were included for node pairs present in more than half of the
sample of both the controls and the virtual patients groups. [31, 32].
Fig 2. Schematic illustration of the pipeline used to obtain the connectivity matrices. a) Cortical parcellations from the Desikan Atlas and whole-brain
tractography calculated for each individual subject. b) The simulated KM trajectory for each virual patient. c) Virtual instrument placement in the whole-brain
tractography. d) Adjacency and weighted matrices from each group of subjects.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0224598.g002
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2.6 Weighted matrices resampling
Edge weights obtained from TW-FA are not normally distributed [33]. For this reason, all
matrices were resampled into a Gaussian distribution by replacing values from the sorted list
of TW-FA with values from a sorted list of normally distributed random values [34, 35]. Given
N raw TW-FA values:
x1; x2; x3; . . . ; xn
N random samples were generated from a unit Gaussian distribution:
r1; r2; r3; . . . ; rn
The smallest raw data value was replaced with the smallest randomly generated unit Gaussian
distribution value. This procedure was iterated until all raw data was replaced. The resulting
normalized matrices can be used to perform inter-subject comparisons.
2.7 Graph-theoretical indices
The graph-theoretical indices included in this study were calculated from adjacency matrices,
where each connection is only counted once: (i) clustering coefficient as a scalar value that
quantifies node segregation, (ii) characteristic path length as the average number of steps
along the shortest paths between connected nodes; (iii) weighted global efficiency as a measure
of how efficiently the network exchanges information; and (iv) assortativity coefficient as a
measure of robustness of all nodes on two opposite ends of a link where if a network’s assorta-
tivity coefficient is negative, a hub tends to be connected to non-hubs. Nodal analyses were cal-
culated from weighted undirected connectivity matrices using the nodal strength as a measure
to evaluate the number of projections for each ROI [36]. Additional description for the graph-
theoretical calculations can be found at S1 Text.
All measures were computed on the individual structural normalized matrices using the
Brain Connectivity Toolbox 1.2 package (BCT; https://sites.google.com/site/bctnet/) under
Python.
2.8 Connectivity matrices statistical analysis
Graph-theoretical indices comparisons between controls and virtual patients were performed
using permutation-based tests (10K permutations). The resulting p − values were corrected for
multiple comparisons using false discovery rate (FDR) correction if applicable.
To check for node-level differences, a t-test for each node strength value was performed
comparing controls and virtual patients after performing a Shapiro-Wilk test to confirm nor-
mality and an F test to prove homoscedasticity. The resulting values were corrected for multi-
ple comparisons using FDR-correction if applicable.
Edge-level group differences were analyzed using the NBS framework. The NBS is a non-
parametric statistical method used to tackle the multiple comparisons problem. When con-
ducting edges comparison, the NBS allows to control the family-wise error rate (FWER), in
the weak sense, when performing mass univariate hypothesis testing [37]. The NBS comprises
four steps: the first step is comparing the NOS between groups by performing a two-sample t-
test for each individual edge; the second step is applying a principal component threshold with
an uncorrected alpha of 0.001 to form a set of suprathreshold edges; the third step is applying a
permutation test to an adjacency matrix defined by the suprathreshold edges to calculate the
p-values for every component; and the last step is iterating the aforementioned steps 5K times,
randomly permutating selected members of the two populations each time and storing only
Structural Default Mode Network alterations after Kocher-Monro simulation in 3 and 7T datasets
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the largest component for each iteration. The result controls the FWER at cluster level for p-
values less than 0.05. To reduce the number of comparisons, only connected nodes were
tested.
All statistical tests were performed using Python. The null hypothesis was rejected for cor-
rected p-values under our significance threshold established at α = 0.05.
3 Results
3.1 Graph-theoretical indices analysis
We have not found significant differences in any graph-theoretical index for the 3T acquisition
(Table 3) nor the 7T acquisition (Table 4). Fig 3 shows the distribution of the mean values for
each of the graph-theoretical indices compared for both fields.
3.2 Nodal analysis
For nodal weighted measures, we found a significant node strength decrease in the right caudal
anterior cingulate (p< 0.001, FDR-corrected) and the rostral anterior cingulate node
(p< 0.001, FDR-corrected) for the right transected group. No significant results were found
for the left transected group.
3.3 Network-based analysis
Network-based analysis revealed a set of subnetworks composed of significantly (p< 0.05,
FWER-corrected) altered WM pathways present in both 3T and 7T analyses as shown in Fig 4.
4 Discussion
This study addresses the effects of a simulated KM trajectory in the anatomical pathways that
are present in the KM transected region, without restricting our scope to a specific a priori
Table 3. 3T Graph-theoretical indices results.
Control Left KM trajectory Right KM trajectory
Mean ± SD Mean ± SD p Mean ± SD p
Clustering coefficient 0.890 ± 0.008 0.890 ± 0.008 0.837 0.887 ± 0.008 0.657
Characteristic path length 0.578 ± 0.007 0.578 ± 0.010 0.850 0.579 ± 0.010 0.519
Global efficiency 0.915 ± 0.008 0.912 ± 0.014 0.852 0.913 ± 0.011 0.518
Assortment -0.080 ± 0.010 -0.076 ± 0.010 0.525 -0.076 ± 0.007 0.270
Graph-theoretical indices mean values obtained from adjacency connectivity matrices from the 3T acquisition.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0224598.t003
Table 4. 7T Graph-theoretical indices results.
Control Left KM trajectory Right KM trajectory
Mean ± SD Mean ± SD p Mean ± SD p
Clustering coefficient 0.888 ± 0.009 0.888 ± 0.010 0.574 0.887 ± 0.008 0.757
Characteristic path length 0.578 ± 0.007 0.578 ± 0.010 0.663 0.579 ± 0.010 0.588
Global efficiency 0.915 ± 0.008 0.912 ± 0.014 0.257 0.913 ± 0.011 0.406
Assortment -0.081 ± 0.010 -0.076 ± 0.001 0.26† -0.076 ± 0.008 0.26†
Graph-theoretical indices mean values obtained from adjacency connectivity matrices from the 7T acquisition.
† FDR-corrected p values.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0224598.t004
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selected network. Given that tractography reconstruction usually shows a number of false posi-
tive streamlines [33], the insertion of the virtual instrument produced a diffuse effect (Fig 5)
that cannot be trivially attributed to any specific pathway, but can be approached from a
graph-theoretical perspective. Furthermore, the graph theoretical parameters derived from
NOS-based connectivity matrices are robust against weak connections pruning [38] while
remaining sensitive to alterations in strong pathways, making them an ideal choice to identify
significantly altered pathways as a result of the simulated KM trajectory. The consistency and
the reproducibility of the presented methodology for the KM trajectory allowed us to perform
our study on a large-scale simulation in an automated manner.
There were two possible field strengths to consider when conducting a study using the HCP
dataset. Given the relatively small literature on 7T MRI research and the widespread opinion
that 7T is disadvantageous for diffusion imaging, the 3T acquisition was a major consideration
for this study. In the HCP sample, the two protocols are comparable in terms of image quality
and SNR for matched b-values images. This can be explained by the HCP 3T acquisition hav-
ing a greater angular resolution, and the HCP 7T acquisition having a shorter TE (71ms vs
89ms), a longer TR (5.5s vs 7s) and a greater spatial resolution (1.05mm vs 1.25mm) which
Fig 3. Graph-theoretical indices distributions. Violin plots showing the normalized values for the 3T and the 7T analyses for the a) clustering coefficient, b) global
effiency, c) characteristic path length and d) assortativity coefficient. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the quartiles.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0224598.g003
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results in reduced partial volume effect [39]. The higher spatial resolution of the HCP 7T data
allows for a more precise tractographic reconstruction of long range pathways constituting the
large-scale networks when combined with the 3T data [19]. For this reason, the methodology
in the present study aims to combine their benefits resulting in a conservative approach to
control alpha error, which is preferable in a simulated study.
Fig 4. Network-based analysis results. Connectogrames representing the significant subnetworks for the network-based analyses for the a)
left simulated KM trajectory and b) right simulated KM trajectory. The edges and tractograms were color-coded according to the specific
subnetwork they belong to: green for the Default Mode Network, red for the Salience Network, purple for the Operculo-Cingular Network
and blue for other association tracts. Node acronyms definitions: left superior frontal gyrus (L.SFG), left caudal anterior cingulate gyrus (L.
CACG), left posterior cingulate gyrus (L.PCG), isthmus cingulate gyrus (L.ICG), left pars opercularis (L.POP), left rostral middle frontal gyrus
(L.RMFG), right rostral anterior cingulate (R.RACG), right pars opercularis (R.POP), right caudal anterior cingulate gyrus (R.CACG), right
isthsmus cingulate gyrus (R.ICG), right insula (R.IN), right posterior cingulate gyrus (R.PCG), right rostral middle frontal gyrus (R.RMFG),
right precuneus (R.PCU), right precentral gyrus (R.PrCG), right parahippocampal gyrus (R.PHIG) and right superior frontal gyrus (R.SFG).
The 3D renders show the streamlines of a single representative subject for illustration purpose.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0224598.g004
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The graph-theoretical indices group comparison between virtual patients and controls did
not show topological differences produced by the virtual instrument. Thus, we cannot con-
clude that the KM trajectories had produced a total disconnection between any ROI pair. This
is in accordance with hypothesis 1 and with the lack of significant neurological outcomes
reported in the literature. Nonetheless, this negative result is not enough to rule out possible
alterations that can be detected by local methods.
When approaching the foramen of Monro, the virtual instrument traverses the anterior
region of the Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC). The nodal analysis revealed a strength
decrease for the right caudal anterior cingulate and the rostral anterior cingulate cortices for
the right transected group, which are precisely the nodes that form the ACC in the Desikan
parcellation. The cingulum is formed by a densely packed anteroposterior bundle whose width
is comparable with the virtual instrument’s width, making it likely for the transection to pro-
duce a significant (altough not complete) disconnection, compared to other connections such
Fig 5. Probabilistic map for the streamlines intersecting the virtual instrument. Colormap representing the normalized probabilistic map for the streamlines
transecting the virtual instrument for the a) left simulated KM trajectory and b) right simulated KM trajectory groups. Virtual instrument represented in green.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0224598.g005
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as the commisural callosal fibers which present a broader fan-like shape and are thus less
affected by the virtual instrument transection.
The ACC is the main anterior node of the DMN and shows coordinated activity under
task-free conditions with the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), angular gyrus, middle and
superior frontal gyri, and middle temporal gyrus [12]. This functional network can be seen as
an interplay of functionally and anatomically dissociable dorsal attention and frontoparietal
control networks reflecting competition between exogenous and endogenous loci of informa-
tion processing [40]. Furthermore, the DMN has also been studied from a strictly structural
approach [41]. The network analysis revealed an asymmetric set of subnetworks with
decreased structural connectivity depending on the hemisphere intervened, compatible with
the DMN. The affected subnetworks were right lateralized and consisted of connections
between the PCC, SFG, and the lateral occipital/parietal cortices (LOC/LPC). The streamlines
constituting these WM pathways include portions of the superior and inferior longitudinal fas-
ciculi, cingulum, and the genu of the corpus callosum. These results are consistent with the
nodes and the edges reported elsewhere in DMN connectivity matrices, in structural diffusion
MRI acquisitions, and when performing resting state tasks during functional MRI acquisitions
[42, 43]. The DMN can be separated in different core nodes: the ventral medial prefrontal cor-
tex (VMPC), the dorsal medial prefrontal cortex (DMPC), the PPC and the retrosplenial cor-
tex, the lateral temporal cortex; and the precuneus plus the lateral parietal cortex [44]. We
found statistically significant decrease in node strength connecting the PCC with the DMPC,
the PCC with the VMPC; and connections between the precuneus and the DMPC. Our results
suggest that access to the cerebral ventricular system through the KM trajectory produced a
statistically significant decrease in the normalized NOS constituting main WM edges that
anatomically constrain the DMN in accordance with hypothesis 3.
The ACC also has anatomical connections with the nodes forming the Salience Network
(SN), which is a functionally defined large scale network that supports the detection of emo-
tionally salient stimuli, and it is anticorrelated with the DMN [45]. This network has large
nodes connecting the anterior insula and the ACC and distinct limbic areas including the
amygdala, ventral striatum, thalamus, hypothalamus and substantia nigra/ventral [46]. For the
right transected group, we found significant differences in the connection strength between
the insula and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, affecting the cortical subnetwork of the SN.
The NBS also revealed a significant connection strength decrease in the pathways connect-
ing the different subcomponents of the ACC with the pars opercularis for both left and right
transected groups. Connections between these ROI pairs are described as the main edges of
the cingulo-opercular network (CON), which is involved in general attentional control, and is
composed of ACC, pars opercularis, insula and thalamus nodes [47]. This analysis also detected
differences in a set of nodes comprising short association fibers connecting the right superior
frontal gyrus and the right rostral middle frontal gyrus that were directly affected by the virtual
instrument trajectory and do not play a direct role in large scale brain networks.
The simulated KM trajectory is a symmetrical approach to access the ventricular system
and thus we should expect symmetrical results for the NBS analysis in the case of a perfectly
symmetrical brain and frontal bone. Nonetheless, a global anterior-posterior “torque” pattern
is known to induce a left-right cortical asymmetry that is a feature of the human brain’s struc-
ture and function. The HCP consortium reported left-right asymmetries characterizing the
structural and functional connectivity in perisylvian language cortical regions in the HCP
dataset [48]. In accoradnce with this evidence, we found left-right differences in pars operacu-
laris, rostral anterior cingulate, caudal middle frontal, isthmus cingulate, precuneus, rostral
middle frontal and superior frontal nodes, whose cortical structure lateralization has also been
reported [49].
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Given that the DMN, the SN and the CON are defined in terms of temporally correlated
BOLD signal between ROI pairs, caution should be exercised when reaching conclusions
about the functional aspects of these networks solely from structural evidence; thus, that is not
the objective of the present work. The structural study of the WM pathways that constrain the
significant networks found in this work can be used to better understand the anatomical scaf-
fold of these functional networks.
4.1 Limitations
Studies based on structural connectivity matrices have inherent limitations [50]. Fiber tracking
is an indirect approximation to actual structural connectivity, it has known biases [33, 51]
leading to a limited relationship to the underlying anatomy [52] and has limitations recon-
structing long-range connections [53].
The simulated KM trajectory was performed by removing the streamlines transecting the
virtual instrument to reproduce a mechanical disconnection. All the statistical analyses were
performed using normalized NOS-based metrics as it is unclear how to simulate the effects of
the streamline removal in other diffusion metrics such as the fractional anisotropy or the mean
diffusivity. Furthermore, this approach restricts the interpretation of this study to a purely
structural framework, as translating the simulated disconnections to other MRI modalities is a
non trivial and open question.
This study was conducted among a sample of healthy subjects in which we simulated a
4-mm wide KM disruption. In the regular practice broader instruments are also used and sev-
eral punctures are often needed to access the ventricular system [54]. For these reasons, greater
WM damage than the estimated in this study could be produced during a regular ventriculost-
omy. KM trajectory is often used for major cause in cases of hydrocephalia, stroke and brain
injury, where the brain structure is already altered, and thus could produce asymmetric dis-
ruption to the brain connectivity affecting the structural and functional connectome in hetero-
geneous ways that are beyond the scope of a simulation study. Furthermore, the catheter
placed along the KM trajectory could displace or deform the WM. Connectomes from virtual
patients may be useful as a first approach but does not necessarily reflect the brain organization
for real patients.
4.2 Future work
Future studies should be conducted to assess how the KM trajectory affects the DMN, SN and
CON including functional information. This could be approached by delimiting the corre-
sponding networks ROIs from the fMRI dataset that is available in the HCP sample.
An fMRI study with patients who have undergone a real ventriculostomy using the statisti-
cal analysis based on graph-theoretical indices and NBS would be necessary to validate the
results reported in this work. A graph-theoretical apprach may be used to analyse signal acqui-
sitions from patients by using other modalities such as MEG to correlate these results with the
potential clinical outcomes derived from KM interventions.
Conclusions
We performed a simulation study of the structural connectivity alterations produced by the
KM ventriculostomy. By comparing structural brain networks between virtual patients and
healthy controls and applying network-based analyses, we found a right lateralized subnetwork
in the virtual patients group that is consistent with a subset of the DMN, SN and CON. The
findings in the present study could allow for a better understanding of structural alterations
Structural Default Mode Network alterations after Kocher-Monro simulation in 3 and 7T datasets
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after KM approaches that could reveal previously undetected clinical alterations and inform
the process of designing safer and less invasive cerebral ventricular approaches.
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